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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
On 2015 June 29, Council directed Administration to engage with Calgarians regarding changes 
to regulations that would enable sports ramps on private property. 
 
Engagement on sports ramps started with Council’s 2015 June 29 Notice of Motion and 
continued with Community Association and Federation of Calgary Communities consultation on 
potential bylaw wording and a guide for parents and children.  The proposed Land Use Bylaw 
amendments incorporate comments received from engagement and consultation in order to 
respond to Council’s 2016 June 20 direction.   
 
The proposed amendments create new rules for skateboard and sports ramps in the back yards 
of low and multi-residential private properties. The proposed rules for size and location will 
mitigate potential visual impacts.  A development permit exemption is also proposed for sports 
ramps that meet the rules at a back yard scale.  The impacts of noise are addressed by the 
Community Standards Bylaw, which recently added sports ramps to the list of activities and 
devices prohibited after 10 p.m. 
 
APPENDIX I highlights Council’s endorsed regulatory solutions with a summary of the proposed 
amending bylaw.  The proposed Land Use Bylaw amendments are in APPENDIX II.  A Draft 
Guide to Skateboard and Sports Ramps is in APPENDIX III.  Three letters of support are in 
APPENDIX IV. 
 
 
PREVIOUS COUNCIL DIRECTION  
 
On 2016 July 04, Council gave third reading to amended noise provisions of Community 
Standards Bylaw 5M2004 (CPS2016-0229).  The amendments respond to representative 
survey results indicating that citizens are comfortable with residential sports ramps, assuming 
noise would be restricted at night.  The impacts of sport ramp noise were addressed by adding 
sports ramps to the list of activities and devices prohibited at night. Therefore, sports ramps may 
be used from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. weekdays and 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. weekends.  They must also 
comply with sound limits for day-time and night-time. 
 
On 2016 June 20, Council considered the findings of sports ramp engagement over the past 
year, and directed Administration to prepare amendments to Land Use Bylaw 1P2007 that 
implement the proposed regulation solutions as set out in Attachment 2 to CPS2016-0229 (see 
APPENDIX I, for Council’s direction), and return to Calgary Planning Commission no later than 
2016 Q3.  This report responds to Council’s direction for Land Use Bylaw amendments. 
 
On 2015 June 29, Council approved Councillor Woolley’s Notice of Motion 2015-14, directing 
Administration to engage with Calgarians on: 

i. Confirmation that proposed maximum dimension of 1.5 metres high by 5 metres wide by 
6 metres long allowed for sports ramps on private property is appropriate; 

ii. Confirmation that sports ramps within the allowable size should be exempt from the 
requirements of a Development Permit; and 

5.04 
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iii. Confirmation that proposed new amendments to the Community Standards Bylaw, as 
part of its comprehensive review, will address excessive noise related to sports ramp 
activities. 

 
Based on the engagement, propose amendments to: 

i. The Land Use Bylaw, including but not limited to, sections 344 (7) and 564 (7); and 
ii. The Community Standards Bylaw, in order to address excessive and intermittent noise 

related to sports ramp activities. 
 
 

ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATIONS  2016 September 22 
 
That Calgary Planning Commission recommends APPROVAL of the proposed amendments to 
the Land Use Bylaw 1P2007.  

 
 
 
REASON(S) FOR RECOMMENDATION:  
 
Administration developed the Land Use Bylaw amendments following engagement that included 
a representative citizen survey, open houses, and meetings with sports user groups.  Feedback 
indicates support for sports ramps on private residential properties with appropriate regulation.  
Letters of support are attached in APPENDIX IV.   
 
The proposed Land Use Bylaw amendments respond to Council’s direction in APPENDIX I and 
establish that a consistent standard across properties must be met in order to qualify for a 
development permit exemption.  The proposed amendments will enable home based physical 
activity and entertainment for children and youth while minimizing impacts on neighbouring 
properties.  The proposed maximum envelope size and minimum distance from the side and 
rear property lines address concerns about placement on the lot and visual impacts. 
 
Noise-related concerns are addressed and mitigated through the existing Community Standards 
Bylaw provisions.  The recent amendment approved in 2016 July, added sports ramps to the list 
of activities and devices prohibited after 10 p.m.  
  
Council approved the Skateboard Amenities Strategy in 2011 to provide access to recreational 
amenities at the community level.  The proposed Land Use Bylaw amendments align with this 
strategy to complement the city-wide development of skateparks at the community level by 
facilitating smaller scale back yard ramp sport participation and responding to parent concerns 
by making an ‘at home’ environment possible.   
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ADMINISTRATIONS RECOMMENDATIONS TO CALGARY PLANNING COMMISSION: 
 
 

Recommend that Council ADOPT, by bylaw, the proposed amendments to Land Use Bylaw 
1P2007 (APPENDIX II). 
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DISCRIPTION OF AMENDMENTS 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
In June 2015, Council directed Administration to engage with Calgarians on sports ramps.  Over 
the last year, a comprehensive engagement process was conducted, including a representative 
telephone survey, online survey, open houses and other stakeholder consultation.  
Communication with internal and external stakeholders, including Community Associations 
focused on: 
 
• whether a proposed maximum size of 1.5 metres high by 5 metres wide by 6 metres long is 

appropriate; 
• a Development Permit exemption for sports ramps within the allowable size; and 
• confirmation that proposed amendments to the Community Standards Bylaw, as part of its 

comprehensive review, will address excessive noise related to sport ramp activities. 

A sports ramps online survey and open houses were promoted to the public from 2015 October 
19 to 2015 November 18.  Feedback received indicated the proposed maximum size envelope 
was appropriate and is at a scale that will not visually impact neighbours.  The representative 
telephone survey results indicated that most citizens are comfortable with sports ramps on 
residential properties, if regulated.   

Based on engagement results, regulation amendments were proposed for the Land Use Bylaw 
and Community Standards Bylaw.  In June 2016, the Standing Policy Committee on Community 
and Protective Services considered Community Standards Bylaw amendments and a 
framework for Land Use Bylaw amendments.  Council approved amendments to the noise 
provisions of the Community Standards Bylaw and directed Administration to prepare Land Use 
Bylaw amendments to implement the proposed regulations (See APPENDIX I).  This report 
responds to this direction. 
 
PROPOSED LAND USE BYLAW AMENDMENT 
 
The amendments shown in APPENDIX II change the current definition of skateboard ramp to 
add an inclusive reference to scooters, clarify that ramps are above grade and that they do not 
include at-grade surfaces such as soil, grass, wood or concrete.    
 
Two new sections are added to the general rules for low density residential and multi-residential 
districts.  All skateboard and sports ramps must be located in the back yard, a minimum of 1.2 
metres from side and rear property lines.  Sports ramps must not be attached to a deck, fence 
or building such as a shed, house or garage.  These general rule sections also include a 
maximum envelope dimension of 1.5 metres high by 5.0 metres wide by 6.0 metres long.  The 
envelope dimension was previously endorsed through city-wide engagement and will be lower 
than a typical 2.0 metre high fence.  More than one structure may be contained within the 
maximum envelope dimensions.  Safety railings, if desired, may extend beyond the maximum 
envelope provided they are not used as skateable or bikeable surfaces.  There is a minimum 
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1.2 metre ‘good neighbour’ separation from side and rear property lines for all skateboard and 
sports ramp structures and any safety railings.  Development permits are not required if back 
yard skateboard and sports ramps meet the rules.  
 
In the low density residential districts, skateboard and sports ramp structures are not included in 
parcel coverage.  Most are anticipated to be mobile and temporary in nature.  In the multi-
residential districts, skateboard and sports ramp structures may be included in the calculation of 
landscaped area, hard or soft surfaced area or common amenity space.  This means that a 
development could treat sports ramps as a feature similar to a hot tub or pool. 
 
In the Flood Fringe or Overland Flow areas, sports ramps do not need to meet building design 
requirements for flood hazard areas.  This is the same treatment as fences, gates and decks in 
these areas. 
 
If a relaxation from the proposed rules is proposed, the Development Authority must consider 
the tests for relaxations to determine if the variation would unduly interfere with the amenities of 
the neighbourhood or materially interfere with or affect the use, enjoyment of value of 
neighbouring properties.  The development permit process is required for relaxations.  There is 
an opportunity for affected neighbours to appeal to the Subdivision and Development Appeal 
Board. 
 
LAND USE BYLAW CONSULTATION AND GUIDE 
 
Consultation for the proposed amendments focused on technical wording and input from 
Community Association representatives.  Internal and external stakeholders were also 
consulted.  In response to feedback, Administration amended the proposed bylaw for clarity and 
inclusion of other wheeled sports. 
 
To help parents and children understand the Land Use Bylaw rules, maintain good relations with 
neighbours and provide links to noise reduction tips, A Guide to Skateboard and Sports Ramps 
(APPENDIX III) was prepared.     
 
Letters of support are contained in APPENDIX IV.  
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APPENDIX I 
 

COUNCIL’S DIRECTION AND RESPONSE WITH REFERENCES TO PROPOSED 
AMENDING BYLAW (APPENDIX II) 
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APPENDIX II  
 

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO LAND USE BYLAW 1P2007 
 
 

1. The City of Calgary Land Use Bylaw, being Bylaw 1P2007 of the City of Calgary, as 
amended, is hereby further amended as follows: 

  
(a) Delete and replace the text in Section 13(130) with: 
 

“(130) “skateboard and sports ramp” means structure(s) that provide a surface 
upon which an individual may use or operate a skateboard, bicycle, 
scooter, roller skates or other similar devices.  Skateboard and sports 
ramp structures may include re-purposed furniture or other skateable or 
bikeable above grade surfaces, but does not include at-grade surfaces 
such as, but not limited to, soil, grass, wood or concrete.”  

 
(b) Add a new subsection to section 25 as follows: 
 

“(e.1) the construction of skateboard and sports ramps located in the Districts 
contained within Part 5: Low Density Residential Districts, or Part 6: Multi-
Residential Districts;” 

 
(c) Delete and replace the text in Section 60(2) with: 
 

“(2) The rules regarding building design referenced in subsection (1) do not 
apply to: 

 
(a) an addition that does not increase the gross floor area of the 

building by more than 10.0 per cent of the gross floor area 
legally existing as of June 09, 2014; and 

 
(b) a fence, gate, deck, landing, patio, skateboard and sports 

ramp, air conditioning unit, satellite dish, hot tub, above ground 
private swimming pool, and an Accessory Residential Building.”  

 
(d) Delete and replace the text in Section 61(2) with: 
 

“(2) The rules regarding building design referenced in subsection (1) do not 
apply to: 

 
(a) an addition that does not increase the gross floor area of the 

building by more than 10.0 per cent of the gross floor area 
legally existing as of June 09, 2014; and 
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(b) a fence, gate, deck, landing, patio, skateboard and sports 
ramp, air conditioning unit, satellite dish, hot tub, above ground 
private swimming pool, and an Accessory Residential Building.”  

 
(e) Add a new section 343.2 as follows: 
 

“343.2 “Skateboard and Sports Ramps” 
  

(1) All skateboard and sports ramp structures must be located 
within the maximum envelope dimensions of 1.5 metres high by 
5.0 metres wide by 6.0 metres long. 
 

(2) More than one structure may be contained within the maximum 
envelope dimensions referenced in subsection (1). 
 

(3) The maximum envelope dimensions referenced in subsection (1) 
do not include at-grade surfaces such as, but not limited to, soil, 
grass, wood or concrete. 
 

(4) Notwithstanding subsection (1), railings for safety purposes may 
extend beyond the maximum envelope dimensions referenced in 
subsection (1) provided they are not designed or used as a 
surface upon which to operate a skateboard, bicycle, scooter, 
roller skates or other similar device. 
 

(5) There must only be one skateboard and sports ramp envelope 
per parcel. 
 

(6) All skateboard and sports ramp structures must be located 
between the rear façade of the main residential building and the 
rear property line. 
 

(7) The height of a skateboard and sports ramp at any point is 
measured from grade. 
 

(8) All skateboard and sports ramp structures, including railings for 
safety purposes, must be located a minimum of 1.2 metres from a 
side property line. 
 

(9) All skateboard and sports ramp structures, including railings for 
safety purposes, must be located a minimum of 1.2 metres from a 
rear property line. 
 

(10) Skateboard and sports ramp structures must not be included in 
parcel coverage. 
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(11) A skateboard and sports ramp must not be attached to a deck, 
another structure, fence, or building such as, but not limited to, a 
main residential building, Backyard Suite or Accessory 
Residential Building.” 

 
(f) Delete subsection 344(7) in its entirety. 

 
(g) Amend subsection 344(8) to bold the first instance of “parcel”. 

 
(h) Add a new section 571.2 as follows: 

 
“571.2 “Skateboard and Sports Ramps” 

 
(1) All skateboard and sports ramp structures must be located 

within the maximum envelope dimensions of 1.5 metres high by 
5.0 metres wide by 6.0 metres long. 
 

(2) More than one structure may be contained within the maximum 
envelope dimensions referenced in subsection (1). 

 
(3) The maximum envelope dimensions do not include at-grade 

surfaces such as, but not limited to, soil, grass, wood or concrete. 
 
(4) Notwithstanding subsection (1), railings for safety purposes may 

extend beyond the maximum envelope dimensions referenced in 
subsection (1) provided they are not designed or used as a 
surface upon which to operate a skateboard, bicycle, scooter, 
roller skates or other similar device. 

 
(5) There must only be one skateboard and sports ramp envelope 

per parcel. 
 
(6) All skateboard and sports ramps structures must be located 

between the rear façade of the main residential building and the 
rear property line. 

 
(7) The height of a skateboard and sports ramp at any point is 

measured from grade. 
 
(8) All skateboard and sports ramp structures, including railings for 

safety purposes, must be located a minimum of 1.2 metres from a 
side property line. 

 
(9) All skateboard and sports ramp structures, including railings for 

safety purposes, must be located a minimum of 1.2 metres from a 
rear property line. 
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(10) A skateboard and sports ramp must not be attached to a deck, 

another structure, fence, or building such as, but not limited to, a 
main residential building, Backyard Suite or Accessory 
Residential Building. 
 

(11) Notwithstanding sections 550, 551, and 557, skateboard and 
sports ramps may be included in the calculation of landscaped 
area, hard surfaced landscape area, soft surfaced landscaped 
area or common amenity space.” 

  
(i) Delete subsection 564(7) in its entirety. 
 
 

2. This Bylaw comes into force on 2016 November 21. 
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APPENDIX III  
 

PROPOSED GUIDE 
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APPENDIX IV  
 

LETTERS OF SUPPORT 
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